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Abstract- Indian voting system plays a vital role in Indian Democracy. The existing system is offline and has certain 

disadvantages. In recent years, the spread of covid-19, inefficient rural voters, people away from their birthplaces, paper waste 

affecting mother nature, the budget which could have been used for development, unseen frauds, wastage of human power, 

have been recorded and can be avoided by the virtual voting system.The main approach is to supply an easy and secure 

electoral system in India. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
 

“Virtual Voting System” is a web balloting technique. In 

this machine humans who've citizenship in India and age 
is above 18 years  can deliver his/her vote online without 

going to any polling booth.  

 

In “Virtual Voting System” a voter can easily without 

difficulty. It gives advanced capabilities of balloting 

machines over conventional balloting machines inclusive 

of accuracy, convenience, flexibility, privacy, verifiability.  

 

This is a balloting machine with the aid of using which 

any voter can use his/her balloting rights from everywhere 

with inside us of Voter can forge their votes from 
everywhere with inside us of a without traveling to 

balloting booths, in a relatively secured way. That makes 

balloting fearless of violence and that will increase the 

share of balloting. 

 

1. The e-vote casting device has to assure the 

subsequent characteristics: 

1.1 Eligibility and Authentication: The authorized 

electorate is simplest capable of the vote. 

1.2 Uniqueness: One voter is authorized to vote too once.  

1.3 Accuracy: Voted ought to be recorded correctly. 

1.4 Integrity: Modification or lack of vote casting ought 
to now no longer be befallen which can cause the 

failure of the device. 

1.5 Reliability: System has to be designed such that it 

may be solid even after disasters and lack of internet.  

1.6 Convenience: Convenient device to be treated 

without difficulty with much less quantity of skillset. 

 

2. Electronic Ballot: 

Electronic vote casting structures may also use the digital 

poll to keep votes in laptop memory. When digital ballots 

are used there's no chance of arduous delivery of ballots. 
Additionally, those digital ballots cast off the want for the 

printing of paper ballots, a big cost. 

 

3. Cryptographic Verification: 

The idea of election verifiability thru cryptographic 

answers has emerged withinside the instructional literature 

to introduce transparency and consider in digital vote 

casting systems. It lets the electorate and election 

observers confirm that votes were recorded, tallied, and 

declared correctly, in a way unbiased from the hardware 

and software program jogging the election. 
 

4. Voter Intent: 

Electronic balloting machines are capable of offer 

instantaneous comments to the voter detecting such 

feasible troubles as beneath neath balloting and over 

balloting. These instantaneous comments may be 

beneficial inefficaciously figuring out voter intent. 

  

 
 

Fig 1.Voter Intent. 
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II. RELATED WORK 
 

There are lots of work being done in this field and lots of 

enhancement is still being added. Some of those works in 

virtual voting system are mentioned in table. 

 

Institute 

Name 

Software 

Name 
Features 

OSET ElectOS 

Ballots over email 

Election Management 

Online voting 

Phone Voting 

Online Nominations 

Weight vote support 

Ben Adida Helios 

Voting 
Ballots over email 

Election Management 

Online voting 

Phone Voting 

Online Nominations 

Voter Authentication 

Certified Results 

Caltech 

President 

David 
Baltmore 

and MIT 

President 

Charles vest 

VTP 

Toolkit 
Candidate Profile 

Election Management 

Online voting 

Printed Ballots 

Online Nominations 

Voter Authentication 

 

III. PROPOSED WORK 

 
Virtual Voting System is a J2EE software. In the process 

we can see voter details and can see any information about 

the party. The vote counter can perpetuate and upgrade the 

data in real-time strategy. 

 
When we login into the system and then we get the further 

information in the form of table. 

 Voter   details 

 Party details 

 Voting details 

 Result Dashboard 

 

The Voter Information can only enter the details of the 

Voter. The menu should contain: 

 Voter’s Name 

 Voter’s Address 

 Contact Number 

 Aadhar number 

 Gender 

 State 

 City 

 

The Party Information can only enter the details of the 

Party. The application menu should contain: 

 Party Name 

 Party Address 

 Contact Number 

 Party Category 

 Authentication ID 

The Result Dashboard will show the final Result after 

Voting activities are finished.There is an admin which 

monitors each and everything regarding the voting 

process. Admin can easily delete the candidate and voter if 

he/she found in illegal act of work.  

 

1. Technology Used: 

Operating System : Windows 7 or above or 

Linux 

Programming Language : Java/J2EE 

User Interface : HTML, CSS 

Client-Side Scripting : JavaScript 

Server Deployment : GlassFish Server 4.1.2 

Database : MySQL 

Software : JDK 1.7 

Web Applications : JDBC, JSP, Servlets 

 

1.1 JAVA: Programs developed in one machine and can 

be executed in another machine and get more secure 
using JAVA.  

1.2 MYSQL DBMS: It enables you to combine, extract, 

process, and organize data in the voter and admin 

database. It is platform-independent, can be easily  

deployed and used on different operating system such 

as Windows,Linux,etc , and is compatible with 

different hardware mainframes, and provide 

commercial value at a reasonable cost. 

1.3 XAMPP Server: XAMPP helps local hosts or servers 

to validate their websites and clients on computers 

and laptops before running on the main server. It is a 

platform which provides a suitable environment for 
validation and authorisation projects based on 

different databases such as MySQL Server, NOSQL, 

Cosmos DB,etc  through its own host system. 

1.4 NetBeans IDE 8: NetBeans IDE is an award-

prevailing included improvement surroundings for 

different OS such as Windows, Mac, Linux, etc . It 

consists of an open-source IDE and application 

framework which allow developers build websites 

which is compatible to desktop and mobile screens. It 

uses Java and PHP platforms, JavaScript and Ajax, 

Groovy and Grails, and C/C++. 
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1.5 HTML, CSS and JavaScript : HTML and CSS 
works together to make  the front-end design of a 

website in which we apply different types of attributes 

and styles which makes it more enhanced. Javascript 

is a language which is used for designing network  

centric applications. 
2. Architecture Planning: 

 

 
Fig 2. Architecture Planning. 

 

3. Snapshots  

 

 
Fig 3. Snapshot. 

 

IV. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE SCOPE 
 

Compared with traditional voting systems, virtual voting 

systems have many advantages. Some of these benefits 

include lower costs, faster assembly results, ease of access, 

accuracy, and lower risk of human and mechanical errors. 

It is very difficult to develop an online voting system that 

provides a high degree of security and privacy.  On the 
one hand, the data clearly shows that the possibility of 

online voting has been questioned in some places. Several 

countries lay the foundation for online voting, 

experimentation, or strategy development. 

 

Although a scheme for making online balloting eaves 

dropping evidence has been given, a less complicated and 
extra user-pleasant technique must be developed. 

 

Election for different positions and organizations can be 

made possible virtually and effectively using an elastic 

virtual voting system.Electronic voting, to be successful, 

calls for an extra obvious and steady approach that is 

obtainable with the aid of using modern protocols.In 

today’s era there is no evidence to support claims that 

virtual voting is safe or not so more work should be done 

in this field to make the virtual voting system effective and 

available. 
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